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a b s t r a c t 

A study of long-legged tokamak divertor configurations is performed with the edge transport code UEDGE 

(Rognlien et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 196, 347, 1992). The model parameters are based on the ADX tokamak con- 

cept design (LaBombard et al., Nucl. Fusion 55, 053020, 2015). Several long-legged divertor configurations 

are considered, in particular the X-point target configuration proposed for ADX, and compared with a 

standard divertor. For otherwise identical conditions, a scan of the input power from the core plasma is 

performed. It is found that as the power is reduced to a threshold value, the plasma in the outer leg 

transitions to a fully detached state which defines the upper limit on the power for detached divertor 

operation. Reducing the power further results in the detachment front shifting upstream but remaining 

stable. At low power the detachment front eventually moves to the primary X-point, which is usually 

associated with degradation of the core plasma, and this defines the lower limit on the power for the 

detached divertor operation. For the studied parameters, the operation window for a detached divertor 

in the standard divertor configuration is very small, or even non-existent; under the same conditions for 

long-legged divertors the detached operation window is quite large, in particular for the X-point target 

configuration, allowing a factor of 5–10 variation in the input power. These modeling results point to 

possibility of stable fully detached divertor operation for a tokamak with extended divertor legs. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 

A tokamak-based fusion reactor is expected to have extremely

high power exhaust densities which would overwhelm existing

tokamak divertor designs by causing very high heat flux densities

leading to prohibitively high levels of material erosion from the

plasma-facing components. This has motivated strong interest

in innovative magnetic configurations. Some novel designs pro-

posed in the recent years include divertors with radially extended

divertor legs as in the super-X divertor [1] ; using higher-order

magnetic nulls as in the snowflake [2] and cloverleaf configura-

tions [3] ; using secondary X-points in the divertor volume or close

to the target plate such as in the cusp divertor [4] , X-divertor

[5] , and also in the inexact snowflake, i.e., snowflake-plus and

snowflake-minus, configurations [2] . 
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A recent idea is the X-point target divertor (XPTD) configura-

ion [6] which combines the radially extended divertor leg like

n super-X with a secondary X-point in the divertor volume. This

rrangement may promote a stable, highly radiating detached

lasma condition in the divertor leg, but located away from target

lates [6] . 

Edge plasma transport codes such as UEDGE [7] , SOLPS [8] ,

nd EDGE2D [9] are ideal tools to explore and evaluate innovative

ivertor configurations for potential performance enhancements.

or UEDGE in particular, recent upgrades allowing inclusion of

econdary X-points in the divertor extends the code’s applicability

o interesting magnetic topologies. Previous applications of edge

ransport codes to innovative divertors include [10–12] ; however

he recent upgrades to UEDGE increment the modeling capability

y combining an advanced edge plasma physics model with

etailed treatment of the divertor geometry. 

In the study reported here, UEDGE is applied to three long-

egged divertor configurations: X-point target divertor (XPTD),

uper-X divertor (SXD), and a long vertical leg divertor (LVLD);
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. UEDGE domain setup. Starting from the same (or close) ADX MHD equilibria, 

the target plates are introduced at various locations to produce (i) X-point target di- 

vertor (XPTD), (ii) super-X divertor (SXD), (iii) long vertical leg divertor (LVLD), and 

(iv) standard vertical plate divertor (SVPD). For XPTD the target plates are labeled 

according to the encircled numbers shown in the top diagram. 
nd, for comparison, to a standard vertical plate divertor (SVPD)

or parameters based on the ADX tokamak concept design [6] . The

ong-term goal of the study is to compare the responses of the var-

ous divertor configurations as power is varied and address some

ey questions such as: What is the maximum power level in which

 detached divertor condition is obtained? What is the power level

t which the detachment front starts to encroach on the main

lasma? Can a stable detached divertor condition be maintained? 

Although substantially more work will be needed to provide

omprehensive answers, the results obtained so far point to the

eneficial role of extended divertor leg geometry for entering and

aintaining a stable detached divertor regime for a wide range of

xhaust power. 

. Simulation setup 

The four modeled cases are based on the geometry and pa-

ameters from ADX tokamak design. Starting from the same (or

lose) ADX MHD equilibria, the target plates are introduced at

arious locations to produce (i) X-point target divertor (XPTD), (ii)

uper-X divertor (SXD), (iii) long vertical leg divertor (LVLD), and

iv) standard vertical plate divertor (SVPD), see Fig. (1 ), 

The SOL radial temperature and density profiles are set to

atch the ADX projections, based on the existing scalings. A

adially growing profile for the density diffusing coefficient is used

o match the expected mid-plane radial density profile width ∼
 mm; and a spatially constant χ e , i is used to achieve ∼ 3 mm

idth of the mid-plane T e profiles. Plasma density at the core

nterface is fixed at 1 × 10 20 m 

−3 , and the resulting value at the

eparatrix is close to 0.5 × 10 20 m 

−3 , see Fig. (2 ). This is at the low

nd of separatrix densities anticipated for ADX, representing the

ost challenging upstream conditions for divertor power handling.

Most of the runs use fully recycling wall boundary conditions

n all material surfaces (unless stated otherwise), which is appro-

riate to simulate steady state reactor conditions. A fluid neutral

odel is employed. In all code runs a 1% carbon seed impurity is

sed, in the “fixed fraction” model [13] . Note that this impurity

evel, if fully ionized, would lead to Zeff= 1.3. The geometry is as-

umed to be up-down symmetric and only the lower half-domain

s modeled; the power into the lower half-domain, P 1/2 is used as

 control parameter. 

The standard UEDGE plasma model [14] is used in all runs

eported here; however terms with plasma drifts and currents

re not included to simplify the model. It is generally understood

hat the physics of divertor detachment is dominated by interplay

f parallel plasma transport and atomic processes. Drifts and

urrents have an effect on detachment, as seen from B t reversal

ivertor experiments [15,16] , however the effect is quantitative

ather than qualitative which probably justifies neglecting those

erms for a first scoping study like this one. Treatment of neutrals

n the runs reported here is dealt with by a fluid neutrals model

17] which is the standard option in UEDGE. Fluid treatment for

eutrals is justified when the neutral atom charge-exchange (CX)

ean-free-path is short compared to the neutral gas spatial scales

f interest; the validity of this assumption should be verified

posteriori examining the numerical solutions. 

. Simulation results 

Using the same physics model, and employing the cross-field

ransport coefficients shown in Fig. (2 ), a scan of the input power,

 1/2 , is carried out for all four studied configurations. Observations

re focused on the outer leg as the most challenging area in

erms of the peak heat flux since for a symmetric double-null

onfiguration strongly dominant power is exhausted through the

ow-field side [6] . In addition, experiments find that as plasma
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Fig. 2. Mid-plane plasma profiles for a representative XPTD case. Spatially constant 

χ e , i and radially growing D are used to produce radial mid-plane plasma profiles 

matching the projections used for ADX. These same transport coefficients are used 

for all cases considered. 
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conditions are changed to access a detached divertor state (such as

a ramp-up in density), the inner divertor detaches first, followed

by the outer divertor [18,19] . The formation of an X-point MARFE

occurs after the outer divertor achieves full detachment. 

For the XPTD configuration, as the input power is reduced to

a threshold value, the outer leg transitions to a fully detached

state with the detachment front localized near the secondary

X-point. Reducing the power further results in the front shifting

upstream but remaining stable, see Fig. (3) . At even lower power

the detachment front moves all way to the primary X-point. 

For the other long-legged configurations, the evolution phases

are qualitatively the same as for XPTD: at a threshold level P 1/2, max 

the outer leg enters the detached divertor state; then as P 1/2 is

reduced the location of the radiation front shifts upstream, and

eventually, at P 1/2, min , it reaches the main X-point location. 

A radiation front localized near the main X-point is usually

associated with a MARFE that leads to main plasma degradation

in the experiment. This sets the lower limit on P 1/2 for detached

operation in our model. 

For the standard divertor configuration (SVPD) there is no clear

separation between entering the detached state and transition-

ing to a MARFE-like X-point radiation state, so the parameter

window for detached operation is small or even non-existent

for the studied SVPD configuration; on the other hand for the

studied long-legged configurations there is a rather large separa-

tion between P 1/2, min and P 1/2, max , in other words, a stable fully

detached state is maintained over a significant range of the input
ower P 1/2 . This is illustrated by Fig. (4) showing the maximum

emperature on the plates vs. P 1/2 . 

The peak temperature dropping to a small value ∼ 1 eV is an

ndication of divertor detachment, also confirmed by observations

f plasma and neutral gas density distribution in the divertor. As

ig. (4) shows, radially or vertically extended outer leg is beneficial

or detached operation. 

The long vertical leg (LVLD) allows entering the detached state

t the level of input power P 1/2 not significantly lower than that

or the radially extended leg (SXD). Based on the flux-expansion

rguments in Ref. ( [20] .) one would expect ∼ 30% reduction of the

etachment power threshold for SXD compared to LVLD but what

e actually see in the simulations is significantly less. This sug-

ests that some physics other than the magnetic flux expansion,

erhaps neutrals, can play a more dominant role in setting the

etachment characteristics in tightly baffled, long-leg divertors. 

Another interesting observation that can be made from

ig. (4) is that a secondary X-point in the outer leg (XPTD) can

ignificantly extend the window of P 1/2 for detached divertor

peration–about a factor of 2 enhancement over the SXD case in

his study. The potential performance gains afforded by these ad-

anced divertor geometries are very impressive and encouraging–a

actor of 5 to 10 increase in power handling with a stable detached

ivertor condition maintained for over a factor of 5 to 10 variation

n exhaust power. 

. Discussion 

The basic concept of divertor plasma detached from material

alls by a layer of neutral gas was proposed in mid-1970s [21] ,

nd the detached divertor regime was closely looked at in the early

tages of ITER design [22] . Since then, however, the ensuing body

f extensive experimental work on many tokamaks has shown

hat the stable location for the radiation front is near the primary

-point, which was confirmed by a range of analytical and com-

utational modeling studies, see Ref. ( [23] ) and references therein.

However, the radiation front located near the main X-point

i.e., close to the H-mode pedestal) has a strong negative effect on

he main plasma performance, according to experience in current

xperiments which often show that complete detachment leads to

ARFE and usually to a subsequent plasma disruption in L-mode,

r transition to L-mode for H-mode plasmas [18,24–29] . 

As a result, the fully detached regime is currently considered a

isky option for tokamak operation; instead a “partially detached”

ivertor regime is sought which means that plasma only in some

ux tubes is detached from the divertor plate but elsewhere it

s not. For example the current plans for ITER operation assume

artially detached divertor [30] . 

Although numerical solutions with fully detached divertor have

een documented in the literature, such solutions are usually frag-

le, requiring careful choice of model parameters, and with a small

hange of parameters easily transitioning to either a MARFE-like

tate or an attached state. For example the fully-detached state

n UEDGE simulations in [31] transitions to a MARFE-like state as

he input power is reduced by ∼ 50%. The fully detached state in

nother study with UEDGE [32] turns to attached with a relatively

mall tilting of the target plate. Simulations with EDGE2D-EIRENE

nd SOLPS for unstream density ramp in JET in [33] show that in-

reasing the ustream density by some 10% beyond the detachment

nset results in divertor plasma collapse associated with a massive

enetration of neutrals to the core which would likely lead to a

isruption in the experiment. SOLPS modeling in [34] shows that

ull detachment regime is correlated with strongly localized radi-

tion in the proximity of the X- point and is prone to a radiation

ollapse of the plasma in the simulations. 
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the detachment front for XPTD configuration. As the input power P 1/2 is reduced to a threshold value, the outer leg transitions to a fully detached state 

with the detachment front localized near the secondary X-point. Reducing the power further results in the front steady-state location shifting upstream while the leg volume 

below the radiation front fills up with neutral gas. Impurity radiation emissivity, plasma density, and neutral density is shown. The left column shows results for P 1/2 = 3.0 

MW, slightly below the threshold level where detachment starts. The right column shows results for P 1/2 = 0.6 MW when the detachment front is not far from the main 

X-point. 
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Fig. 4. The peak value of electron temperature on the outer divertor target T max 

is plotted vs. the input power P 1/2 . Traces for the peak electron temperatures at 

the three outer divertor targets for the XPTD configuration are shown in color and 

labeled according to the plate number, 2, 3 and 4, as shown in Fig. (1) . As the 

input power is reduced the peak temperature drops to a small value, on the or- 

der of 1 eV which is a signature of entering a detached state. As the input power 

is reduced further the detachment front steady-state location shifts upstream. The 

detachment front localized near the main X-point is considered a MARFE-like state 

which defines the lower limit for the input power on the detached divertor opera- 

tion window. 
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Contrary to the large body of modeling work described in the

literature [31–34] , the results presented here provide an example

of the detached divertor state that persists for a rather broad

range of parameters, as was intended in the original gas-box

divertor concepts. There are indications that good confinement

of neutral gas in the divertor channel is key for maintaining the

fully-detached regime in the studied long-legged configurations;

allowing for some wall pumping forces the detached plasma

become attached to the divertor plate. The physics of these nu-

merical solutions is still being investigated and detailed analysis

will be deferred to a future publication. 

One should note that for UEDGE solutions reported here

plasma density in the divertor is ≥ 10 20 m 

−3 and temperature in

the detached region is on the order of a few eV which leads to

the neutral CX mean-free-path on the order of 1 cm or smaller.

On the other hand, the perpendicular scale of neutral density

across the divertor leg is on the order of 1 cm as well. Thus one

should not expect the fluid neutrals model to be very accurate

here; it is probably sufficient for a first scoping study but further

investigation should aim to use more detailed models for the

neutral gas. Similarly, using more detailed models of impurity ions

and including plasma currents and drifts should be considered for

further studies to address sensitivity of the results to details of the

simulation model. 

5. Conclusions 

UEDGE is applied to three long-legged divertor configurations:

X-point target divertor (XPTD), super-X divertor (SXD), and a long
ertical leg divertor (LVLD); and, for comparison, to a standard

ertical plate divertor (SVPD) for parameters based on the ADX

okamak concept design. The studied long-legged configurations

re found to be strongly advantageous, compared to the standard

ivertor (SVPD), for entering and maintaining the detached diver-

or plasma state. Furthermore, a secondary X-point near to the

nd of a long outer divertor leg (XPTD) significantly extends the

etached divertor operational window. A factor of 5 to 10 enhance-

ent in the peak power handling and operational power window

ver a standard divertor is found in the present study. Overall,

hese results suggest feasibility of stable fully detached divertor

peration for tokamaks with tightly baffled extended divertor legs.
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